National Arena Swimming League: Western Division
Round 2: Bristol Horfield
It wasn’t as far to travel as the previous round in Exeter, kick-off (or whatever the swimming equivalent
is) was a reasonable 2pm, and lots of the swimmers already knew the pool.
So despite the fact that a number of senior swimmers were missing due to illness, injury, or competing
in the British University and Colleges Sports event, the Cardiff City ‘A’ team was in pretty good spirits.
Before we knew it, we were at the Horfield pool – an hour and a half early!
“You never know what the traffic will be like, and we have to make contingency for the bus breaking
down,” they said. (For parents and swimmers new to the game, a year or so ago the windscreen wipers
failed on a coach and we had to call for a replacement).
The poor staff at Horfield weren’t quite sure what to do with 40 or so swimmers who wanted to tooty
down in the café, but there was little choice as the pool itself was still in use by the public.
It wasn’t long before the swimmers were allowed to change and move poolside, where there turned out
to be less room than they’d had in the café. But no matter, they perched cheek by jowl at the side of the
pool like penguins on an undersized iceberg.
The start of the gala was a blessed relief for all, and Cardiff again got off to an absolute flyer. The first
ten races of Arena League events are always strong for the capital club. Comprising mostly of relays,
they are a real demonstration of the strength in depth that marks Cardiff out, and this time was no
different with swimmers and coaches alike screaming and hup-hupping at their best.
Without much room behind the blocks, the atmosphere was cosy to say the least, but the solo events
came thick and fast with Cardiff never really looking back from a healthy lead.
In his pre-event pep talk, Head Coach Graham had reminded the team that Poole were going to be the
main competition on the day. They had finished second behind Plymouth in Round 1 and were in 5th
position in the Western League (out of 18).
And so it proved to be, as race after race they breathed down the collective necks of the Welsh club.
But time and time again the Cardiff swimmers kept their skills, proved their stamina, and showed an
inner determination that belied their youth.
As the day stretched out and darkness descended, the final result may have become inevitable but the
battle for points was far from over.
In a club full of swimmers who are well used to the pressure of performing, and the consequences of
winning and losing, it should not perhaps surprise anyone that these are competitive animals.
But maybe the real test of a team comes when the battle is already won.
Nervous tension remained very evident on the Cardiff blocks right up to the very last race. With no
encouragement necessary from the coaches, this team was firmly in the ‘foot on the throat’ camp.
The comfortable distance between Cardiff and the others may not have made for an exciting spectacle
for watching parents, but for the team in the pool it may as well have been a nail-biter.
The battle may have been won, but the war that is this national swimming club competition, is far from
over, Graham reminded the swimmers on the trip home. “We have given ourselves a chance.”
“Round 3 is where we will be swimming for a place in the final*.”
“Round 3 is where we will come up against our nemeses Plymouth and Millfield (who beat Cardiff in
last year’s final) and local rivals, Swansea.”
But despite that lip-smacker of a Round, the realities of what is required in the next event are slightly
more complex:

Unbeknownst to many, Round 3 becomes a virtual competition, with times compared across every
competing club across the UK. Only the top ten best team times will make the final. In theory then a
club may win its Round 3 local event, but not qualify for the final because ten other clubs get better
combined times (even if they don’t win their round).
In swimming there is no judgement, no bias, no luck. Just times.
This is surely one of the toughest club competitions in the land.
Back to training, then.
*The National Arena Swimming League A and B finals are again being held in Cardiff.
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